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Message from the CEO
2014-15 was a year of transition for the Bumblebee Conservation Trust. As
our flagship project, Bees for Everyone came to an end in the Autumn we
needed to be poised to take forward the next stage of our journey – moving
us ever closer to our vision that our communities and countryside are rich in bumblebees
and colourful flowers.
A great deal of project development has taken place during the year which we are now
beginning to see the benefits of as we move forward into 2016. Starting off up in the
Highlands in the town of Thurso where we want to create a gateway to the Great yellow
bumblebee, right down to the coastline of Kent, where we are now taking forward the
development of Making a Buzz to the Coast: a £1.7m project partnership project to create
625 hectares of habitat not just for our very rarest bumblebees such as the Shrill carder
bee - but many of the common ones too. The Bumblebee Conservation Trust’s staff and
volunteers are inspired by what they do and they have worked tirelessly this year to
deliver what is best for our bumblebees - which is what I hope this annual review shows:
dedication, enthusiasm and above all achievement.

Highlights of the year

 Completing an ambitious project to

influence the management of over
3,500 hectares of bumblebee friendly
habitat, working with 400 landowners
and farmers

 576 people trained in bumblebee

identification at 33 different events
across the UK

 Forging a new partnership with Redrow

 The monitoring of 301 sites by

Homes to influence the design of newbuild gardens and their headquarters

volunteers who recorded 37,327
individual bumblebees during the flight
season

 Responding to 1,700 enquiries from the

 1,767 new members taking our total

general public and proving free advice
on what people can do to help protect
bumblebees and other pollinating
insects in their gardens

membership to 8,250 - the highest level
yet

 An increase in our social media

 Featuring in 175 news articles;

presence with over 50,000 followers on
Facebook and Twitter

receiving over 2 million page views
on our website

 Working with Defra and other partners

 Supporting 167 volunteer events and

to help develop the National Pollinator
Strategy for England and becoming a
member of the Pollinator Advisory
Steering Group to help steer the
implementation of this strategy to
protect and enhance pollinators over
the next ten years

capturing 4,241 hours of volunteer time

 Generating £469,492 of unrestricted

income - which represents a growth of
31% from the previous year.

 Supporting the development of
research into the disease risks
associated with importation of
commercial bumblebees
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Building evidence
BeeWalk

Supporting and celebrating scientific
research

Established three years ago, the aim of
this scheme is to gather abundance and
distribution data for the UK’s
bumblebees; analyse these data and
report trends in bumblebee populations;
and investigate the causes of trends in
bumblebee populations and distribution.

In January 2015 we were delighted to
learn that Dr Peter Graystock had been
named runner up in the 2015 Early
Career Impact NERC Award. Peter’s
work, conducted at Leeds University in
partnership with the Bumblebee
Conservation Trust, found that
bumblebees imported for commercial
purposes were infested with a range of
parasites. His findings were used to
influence Natural England’s changes to
regulations regarding the importation of
commercial bumblebees.

2014-15 was an exciting time for
BeeWalk as it switched to an online
platform making it considerably easier
and quicker for bumblebee surveyors to
upload their survey results.
In June, BeeWalk was officially launched
in London at an event held at Roots &
Shoot - a vocational training centre for
young people which specialises in
environmental education. During the
spring and summer some 301 sites were
monitored, generating 12,890 biological
records of 37,327 bumblebees.

Disseminating scientific research

As part of our commitment to sharing
scientific research, Dr Chris Moffat from
the University of Dundee was invited to
present his findings to staff and trustees
on the sub-lethal effects of neonicotinoid
pesticides on bumblebee brains. An
article summarising his research later
featured in Buzzword.

The success of BeeWalk this year was in
part down to the training of volunteers in
bumblebee ID and during the year staff
led 33 training events training some 576
people!

Our plans for the future
 Continuing to extend BeeWalk across the UK to
gain better geographical coverage

Photo: Garden bumblebee
(Bombus hortorum)

 Developing a Train the Trainer programme
 Working alongside BWARs and others to strengthen data recording schemes and
ensure they operate to exemplary standards.
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Building influence and advocacy
During the year we remained actively
involved in a number of policy areas
which affect bumblebees.

Commercial bumblebees
In the summer of 2014 we responded
positively to Natural England’s
consultation on a proposal to amend the
licensing regime under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 for the release of
non-native bumblebees for crop
pollination.

National Pollinator Plans for England,
Wales, Scotland and Ireland
Recognising the vital role that pollinating
insects, and in particular bumblebees
play and the need to protect them has
led to a number of UK Governments
developing special pollinator plans.
These now drive our work and are at the
heart of what we do.

We also continued to support the work of
leading scientists investigating the risks
posed by the importation of commercial
bumblebees.

In November 2014 the National
Pollinator Strategy for England (NPSE)
was launched by the Secretary of State
for the Environment. Our work with
Thames Water at its Coppermill’s site in
Kent featured as a case study in the Rt
Hon. Elizabeth Truss’s public address.

Pesticides
The Bumblebee Conservation Trust
supports the EU’s temporary ban on the
use of neonicotinoids on crops attractive
to bees and during 2014 advocated that
this ban should be extended indefinitely.
The banning of these pesticides is not
enough however, to arrest the decline of
our bumblebees. We believe that greater
investment in the monitoring of
bumblebees and other pollinating insects
is still needed. During 2014 we became
involved in the development of a national
pollinator monitoring scheme funded by
Defra to address this issue.

We also continued to be involved in the
implementation of the Action Plan for
Pollinators in Wales and commented on
the development of an All-Ireland
Pollinator Plan. At the time of writing this
report, we have been assured that
Scotland is producing a strategy and we
look forward to commenting on this in
2015-16.

Our plans for the future
 Responding to Scottish Natural Heritage’s consultation on a National Pollinator
Plan for Scotland

 Working with the University of Stirling to secure NERC funding to investigate the
ecology of the Blaeberry bumblebee (Bombus monticola)
Monitoring the EU review of the two year ban on the use of three neonicotinoids
and responding to consultations.
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Fostering habitat provision
The Bumblebee Conservation Trusts
work focuses on the conservation of
bumblebees and the creation of flowerrich habitat both in urban and rural
landscapes.

Justice. Whether giving advice on habitat
creation or restoration, or assisting with
the monitoring of habitat and
bumblebees through BeeWalk, advising
businesses continues to grow and
represents an important source of
income.

Over the last three years we have been
able to carry out an extensive
programme of habitat management
across parts of the UK, with the financial
support of the Heritage Lottery Fund
(HLF), Scottish Natural Heritage (SNH),
and many other grant making trusts. As
a result over 3,500 hectares of land has
benefited from our advice.

We continued to support the Sub-T
(Bombus subterraneous) reintroduction
programme which, under the guidance of
Dr Nikki Gammans, has created over
1,000 hectares of good quality habitat for
bumblebees across the Dungeness and
Romney Marsh area of East Sussex and
Kent.

Our conservation staff have worked
tirelessly to engage over 400 landowners
and farmers to help them create
bumblebee-friendly habitats across their
land.

Of particular note and importance was
our ongoing partnership with the
Minerals Product Association (MPA). Six
quarries were visited in 2014 and in
conjunction with Nature after Minerals,
training in habitat creation and
management for bees was delivered.

During the year a significant amount of
advice was given to businesses – this
included: Redrow Homes; SolarCentury;
Chippendales; Thames Water; the
Ministry of Defence; and the Ministry of

Our plans for the future
 Taking forward the development phase for Making a Buzz to the Coast which
spans 300 miles of the Kent coast in order to increase habitat for the Shrill carder
bumblebee (Bombus sylvarum)

 Securing funds for new conservation projects including BeeWild Wales and Bees
on the Map

 Building our partnership working with the 2020 Group and inputting into the
development of new initiatives focused on species conservation

 Launching Thurso - Gateway to the Great Yellow, a community focused project
which aims to increase awareness about one of our rarest bumblebees

 Managing and supporting the Sub-T reintroduction programme and raising funds
to support this innovative project.
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Fostering public awareness
The Bumblebee Conservation Trust has
an extensive and diverse audience.

we featured in 175 news articles this
year worth an estimated £150,000 of
equivalent advertising

Including landowners, businesses,
statutory bodies, decision makers, policy
advisers, local authorities, teachers,
community groups, other conservation
charities and most importantly the
general public.

 Our Information Officer handled over
1,700 enquiries from the general
public

 Staff and volunteers attended 267
events, directly engaging with 10,920
people

 Twitter followers increased by 8,000

Our national Bees for Everyone project
drew to a close in the autumn of 2014
following three very successful and
productive years. During this time our
popularity as the ‘go to place’ for
bumblebees continued to grow. We are
delighted to have such a large social
media following.

to 25,000

 Facebook page ‘likes’ have reached
over 25,400.

Successes this year:

 Our website was visited by 509,339
people, 75% were new users.
Collectively our website received
2,071,719 page views demonstrating
the need for information on
bumblebees

 We were in regular contact with the
media and used all press
opportunities to increase our profile Volunteers - Rachel Locke,
Sue Waterhouse & Anne Coombs

Our plans for the future

 Holding a special conference with Chesterfield City Council and other partners to

raise awareness about pollinator conservation across the Peak District and taking
forward the development of an exciting education project called Pollinating the Peak

 Improving our public reach by appointing a part-time Communications Officer to
increase our media presence nationally, regionally and locally

 Continuing to attend shows and events with the support of our volunteers
 Taking forward improvements to our website to support the public’s interest in
bumblebees.
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“

Building capacity

“

It is the Trust’s aspiration that in five
years time, its work will be supported by
2,000 active volunteers.

On Saturday 28 November, we held
another members’ day, combined with
our 8th AGM at the Royal Botanic
Gardens Edinburgh (RBGE). Over 100
members attended the day and enjoyed
a stimulating series of talks from staff at
the Bumblebee Conservation Trust,
RBGE and Simon Barnes.

Volunteers are the life blood of the Trust
and much of our work would not be
possible without the dedication and
support of these people. During the year,
167 volunteer events were held and the
Trust captured 4,241 hours of volunteer
time, which equates to approximately
£75,000.

Following the appointment of our
dedicated Support Services Officer,
significant progress was made setting up
a new membership database. We have
also began improvements to our
membership renewals system.

Members play a vital role in the Trust’s
work and saying thank you for this
support was the theme of two important
new events – the first held in July at
Skipworth Hall, near Selby in Yorkshire.
Over 70 members attended and enjoyed
listening to talks by staff and scientist
Dr Catherine Jones. After a picnic lunch
members were able to explore
Skipworth’s stunning gardens which
were buzzing with bumblebees including
Red-tailed bumblebee (Bombus
rupestris) and Gypsy cuckoo bumblebee
(Bombus bohemicus).

Skipworth Hall Gardens

Our plans for the future
 Continuing to build our unrestricted income and raising more sustainable funds for
bumblebee conservation

 Planning the Bumblebee Conservation Trust’s 10th Anniversary in 2016
 Developing an exciting new project called ’Bee With Us’ - which articulates our
vision for volunteers
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Financial review
Income

represented nearly 67% of overall
turnover. Over 1,767 new members were
recruited bringing an overall total of
8,250 members.

Overall income for the year ending
31 March 2015 was £607,843 compared
to £669,129 in 2013-14.
Unrestricted funds increased significantly
at year end to £469,492, an increase of
just over 31% compared to the previous
year of £358,079.

Fundraising strategy
This year saw the development of
several new projects which all required
funding. During the year staff applied to
a small number of grant funders with a
very high success rate. This income will
be attributed to next year’s accounting
period and beyond. We will continue to
grow and strengthen our unrestricted
funds and remain exceedingly grateful
for the financial support received from
our members, donors and funders.

Restricted income dropped in 2014-15,
from £311,050 to £138,351, as our
flagship project Bees for Everyone (BfE)
drew to a close.
Overall a deficit of £125,028 was
generated - which was largely covered
by the drawing down of BfE restricted
funds.

Investment policy

Our fund balance at the year end was
£214.287. 14% (£30,365) is restricted
grants to be carried forward in 2015-16
and the remaining 88% (£183,922)
unrestricted funds.

Our Trustees are considering further
options for investing funds during 201516, having regard to potential new
investment powers currently being
considered by Parliament in the Charities
Bill. Given the likely continuation of low
interest rates, the Trustees will consider
further options for the investment of
funds.

Membership income
Income from donations and gifts
increased substantially in 2015 from
£334,702 in 2014 to £405,385 and
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